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Introduction
Let S n = X 1 +· · ·+X n be a random walk on the integer lattice Z started at S 0 ≡ 0, where the increments X 1 , X 2 , . . . are independent and identically distributed random variables defined on some probability space (Ω, F , P ) and taking values in Z. Let E indicate the expectation under P as usual and X be a random variable having the same law as X 1 . We suppose throughout the paper that the walk S n is 1) in the domain of attraction of a strictly stable law of index 1 < α < 2 or, what amounts to the same thing (cf [13] ), if φ(θ) := Ee iθX , then lim θ→±0 1 − φ(θ) |θ| α L(1/θ) = e ±iπγ/2 (1.1) where L(x) is a positive even function on the real line R slowly varying at infinity and γ is a real number such that |γ| ≤ 2 − α.
For simplicity we also suppose that 2) the walk is strongly aperiodic in the sense of Spitzer [26] , namely for any x ∈ Z, P [S n = x] > 0 for all sufficiently large n.
The essential assumption is of course the condition 1), which entails EX = 0 so that the walk is recurrent (see Appendix (A) for an equivalent condition in terms of the tails of distribution function of X and some related facts), the condition 2) giving rise to little loss of generality (see Remark 2.3 and the comment given in the end of Section 7) .
Under the assumption (1.1) with 1 ≤ α ≤ 2 (L ≡ 1 is assumed if α = 1) Belkin [1] shows that the law of a normalized sum S n started at zero and conditioned to avoid a given finite set until time n converges to a probability law. Our result in the present paper is seen as a local version (including the corresponding 'conditional local limit theorem' as a part) of his result with the starting position x allowed to be arbitrary and the convergence uniform in x subject to a certain natural constraint.
Assuming the condition 2) in addition and restricting the exponent to 1 < α < 2 we shall obtain precise asymptotic forms of the mass function of the hitting time of the origin and of the transition probability for the walk killed when it hits the origin. The estimates obtained is uniform for the space variables within the natural space-time region x = O(c n ), where c n is a norming sequence associated with the walk. For γ < |2 − α| when the limit stable process has jumps in both positive and negative directions, the transition probability of the killed walk will be shown to behave roughly like that of the limit stable process killed at the origin throughout the region. For γ = ±(2 − α) the situation differs and involves interesting matters: we shall identify the space-time region of the same asymptotic behaviour as for the limit stable process and observe that in the remaining part that is unbounded the transition probability for the stable process is negligibly small as compared with the one for the walk, provided that the walk is neither left-nor right-continuous. Here the asymptotics is described by means of the potential function whose property varies in a significant way depending on the distribution of X on its lighter side. We shall extend the results to the case when the walk is killed on hitting a finite set instead of the origin. The corresponding results for the walks with finite variance are obtained by [27] , [28] .
Among others the following two steps are crucial in the proof of our main results. First we extend Belkin's result on the conditional law to the case when the starting position is allowed to tend to infinity along with n in a certain reasonable way. Second we deduce a local limit theorem from the integral theorem by Belkin with the help of Gnedenko's local limit theorem, in which the deduction rests on the idea devised by Denisov and Wachtel [7] .
In the classical papers [18] and [17] Kesten and Spitzer, studying a multidimensional lattice walk killed on a finite set, obtained various ratio limit theorems under a mild assumption on the walk; Kesten [17] especially obtains an exact asymptotic result for the ratio of the transition probability to a sum of the mass functions of the hitting time which is directly related to our results (cf. Remark 2.4 at the end of the next section). For a nonlattice walk on R d Port and Stone [23] established the existence of the potential operator and applied the result to study the ratio limit theorems similar to those treated in [18] . [15] and [16] study the one dimensional random walk having zero mean and finite variance and killed at zero: in [15] the local limit theorem corresponding to the integral version of [1] is established, while [16] shows that a normalized process of the walk conditioned to be killed at n converges in law to a Brownian excursion. [2] obtains a functional limit theorem for the conditioned walk (on Z) in the same setting as in [1] . In [35] is studied the largest gap within the range of the walk conditioned to avoid a bounded set. Stable or Lévy processes conditioned to avoid zero are studied by [11] , [19] and [21] . Our problem is studied by the present author in an article [30] under the restrictive condition that L ≡ 1 in 1) by which Fourier analysis is effectively applied, and the results obtained there have provided a guide line for the present work especially in case γ = |2 − α|.
Statements of results
We first introduce fundamental objects that appear in the description of our results and state some well known facts concerning them. Put p n (x) = P [S n = x], p(x) = p 1 (x) (x ∈ Z) and define the potential function
[p n (0) − p n (−x)]; the series on the RHS is convergent and a(x)/|x| → 1/σ 2 and a(x + y) − a(x) → ±y/σ 2 as x → ±∞, where σ 2 = EX 2 (cf. Spitzer [26] :Sections 28 and 29). To make expressions concise we use the notation a † (x) = 1(x = 0) + a(x), where 1(S) equals 1 or 0 according as a statement S is true or false. If S is left-continuous (i.e., p(x) = 0 for x ≤ 2), then a(x) = 0 for all x ≥ 0 (under σ 2 = ∞), and similarly for right-continuous walks, whereas if it is neither left-nor right-continuous, a(x) > 0 whenever x = 0. (See Appendices (B) and (C) for additional facts related to a.)
We write S x n for x + S n , the walk started at S x 0 = x ∈ Z. For a subset B ⊂ R, put
the time of the first entrance of the walk S x into B. To avoid the overburdening of notation we write S x σ B for S x σ x B and S σ B for S σ 0 B . When the spatial variables become indefinitely large the asymptotic results are naturally expressed by means of the stable process appearing in the scaling limit and we need to introduce relevant quantities. Let Y t be a stable process started at zero with characteristic exponent ψ(θ) = e i(sgn θ)πγ/2 |θ| α (|γ| ≤ 2 − α, γ is real) so that Ee iθYt = e −tψ(θ) , where sgn θ = 1 if θ > 0, 0 if θ = 0 and −1 if θ < 0. (γ has the same sign as the skewness parameter so that the extremal case γ = 2 − α corresponds to the spectrally positive case.) In the assumption (1.1) we can suppose the function L-of which only asymptotics at infinity is significant-so aptly chosen as to be differentiable and satisfy L ′ (x)/L(x) = o(1/|x|) as |x| → ∞, and then take positive numbers c n , n ≥ 0 which are increasing and satisfy nc −α n L(c n ) → 1.
(2.1)
It then follows that lim n→∞ log Ee iθSn/cn → −ψ(θ), in other words, the law of S n /c n converges to the stable law whose characteristic function equals e −ψ(θ) . Denote by p t (x) and f x (t) the density of the distribution of Y t and of the first hitting time to the origin by Y x t := x + Y t , respectively:
there exist jointly continuous versions of these densities (for t > 0) and we shall always choose such ones. It follows that S ⌊nt⌋ /c n ⇒ Y t (weak convergence of distribution) and by Gnedenko's local limit theorem [14] as n → ∞ p n (x) = p 1 (x/c n ) + o(1) c n ,
where o(1) is uniform for x ∈ Z and ⌊b⌋ denotes the integer part of a real number b. For real numbers s, t, s ∨ t = max{s, t} and s ∧ t = min{s, t}, t + = t ∨ 0, t − = (−t) + and ⌈t⌉ denotes the smallest integer that is not less than t; for positive sequences (s n ) and (t n ), s n ∼ t n and s n ≍ t n mean, respectively, that the ratio s n /t n approaches unity and that s n /t n is bounded away from zero and infinity. There will arise an expression like s n ∼ Ct n with C = 0 which we regard as meaning s n /t n → 0. For two real functions f (x) and g(y) with g(y) > 0 the expressions f (x) << g(y) and − g(y) << −f (x) mean that either f (x) ≤ 0 or [f (x)] + /g(y) tends to zero as x or y (or both) tends to +∞ or −∞ depending on the situation where it occurs. We use the letters x, y, z and w to represent integers which indicate points assumed by the walk when discussing matters on the random walk, while the same letters may stand for real numbers when the stable process is dealt with; we shall sometimes use the Greek letters ξ, η etc. to denote the real variables the stable process may assume. For convenience the normalizing sequence c n is extended to a continuous function on [0, ∞) by linear interpolation.
The rest of this section is divided into four subsections. In the first three we deal with the special case A = {0}, i.e., when the killing takes place at and only at the origin. In the first subsection 2.1 we state certain fundamental results. For γ < |2 − α| they provide the precise asymptotic form of the transition probability of the killed walk within the whole range |x| ∨ |y| = O(c n ), whereas for γ = |2 − α| the asymptotic form they provide is confined to a very small part of the range. The results for the remaining region are addressed in the subsections 2.2 and 2.3. The general case of finite sets-closely parallel to the special case A = {0}-are dealt with in the last subsection 2.4.
Fundamental results for the walk killed at the origin.
Let f x (n) denote the probability that the walk started at x visits the origin at n for the first time: 
where Y ξ t = ξ + Y t and σ ∆ ξ is the first entrance time of Y ξ into ∆. By the scaling law for stable processes we have p ∆ n (x, y) = n −1/α p ∆/n 1/α 1 (x n , y n ).
Let c n satisfy (2.1) and write x n for x/c n and similarly for y n . We are primarily interested in the asymptotic form of Q n B (x, y) in the region |x n | ∨ |y n | < M with an arbitrarily given constant M. It differs in a significant way according as γ < 2 − α or |γ| = 2 − α. First we state the result for the former case that is formulated in a rather neat form.
1 (x n , y n )/c n (|x n | ∧ |y n | > 1/M).
(2.5)
For γ = ±(2 − α) the above formula (2.5) holds in and only in the partial range of |x n | ∨ |y n | < M that is identified in the next proposition. The range of validity is described by means of the function Λ n (x) := a † (x)c n /n.
Slightly abusing notation, we write |x n | << Λ n (x) instead of |x|/a † (x) << c 2 n /n with the convention: if the walk is left-continuous (resp. right-continuous) so that a(x) = 0 for x > 0 (resp. x < 0), this condition is understood to be violated for x > 0 (resp. x < 0). We have only to give results for γ = 2 − α when a(x)/a(−x) → 0 (x → ∞), the results for γ = −2 + α being obtained from them by exchanging x and y. Proposition 2.1. If γ = 2 − α (when the limiting stable process has no negative jumps), then for any M > 1, (2.5) holds uniformly in x, y under each of the following constraints:
(1) −M < x n << Λ n (x) and − Λ n (−y) << y n < M;
(2) 1/M < x n < M and − Λ n (−y) << y n < M;
[The case (2 * ) is included, although it could be treated as the dual of (2) .] The dotted regions indicate the range of validity for (2.5) described by (1), (2) and (2 * ) in Proposition 2.1 and the striped regions the range that is added by Theorem 3 both in the extreme case γ = 2 − α. The vertical broken lines roughly indicates the boundary for the regime x n << Λ n (x) and the horizontal one that for −Λ n (−y) << y n . By (2.1) together with Remark 2.2(a) given in the next subsection it follows that Λ n (±c n ) → κ a α,γ,± with κ a α,γ,± > 0 or = 0 according as ±γ = 2 − α or = 2 − α.
Hence for x ≥ 0, the condition x n << Λ n (x) always entails x n → 0 and if γ < 2 − α the converse is true; in case γ = 2 − α it largely depends on the behaviour of a(x) as x → ∞ (a(x) may even be bounded) but still permits x to grow indefinitely large unless the walk is left-continuous; and similarly for x ≤ 0. Thus for γ < 2 − α and x ≥ 0, the condition x << Λ n (x) is the same as x n → 0. From Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.
For fixed x, y, formula (2.5) (reducing to Q n {0} (x, y) ∼ a † (x)a † (−y)f 0 (n)) follows from a special case of the result of Kesten [17] (see Remark 2.4 given at the end of this section). When γ = 0 (i.e., the limit stable process is symmetric) and L(x) → 1, the asymptotic form of f 0 (n) is derived in [17] in which an asymptotic form for α = 1 is also obtained, which reads f 0 (n) ∼ π/n(log n) 2 .
(b) Belkin [1, Theorem 2.1] shows the conditional limit theorem that may read
where h is a probability density on R which is bounded and continuous and whose characteristic function, denoted byĥ(θ), is given bŷ
Our results, Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.1, imply the local version of this limit theorem. Indeed on taking x = 0 in the third case of (2.5), with the help of (2.3) we find that for ξ ∈ R, P [S n = ⌊c n ξ⌋ | σ 0 {0} > n] ∼ h(ξ)/c n (n → ∞); incidentally we have
(This identity is verified directly from (2.7) in our proofs of Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.1.) Proposition 2.1 is included in this section, it being proved by essentially the same arguments that derive Theorems 1 and 2. We state a consequence on f x (n) that directly follows from the results given above by virtue of the identity f x (n) = Q n {0} (x, 0).
By (2.9) the first three formulae of (2.5) are written as
, uniformly for |x n | ∨ |y n | < M valid if γ = |2 − α| or if γ = 2 − y and (x, y) is in the range specified by Proposition 2.1. Taking (2.8) into account, from these formulae one readily deduces the following local conditional limit theorem. Corollary 2. If γ < |2 − α|, as n → ∞ uniformly for |x| << c n and |y| < Mc n ,
[For |y n | ≥ 1 we have O(nL(y)/c n |y| α ) as an estimate of the LHS (see Lemma 6.1).]
Corollary 2 entails that the conditional distribution P [S x n /c n ≤ dξ | σ x {0} > n] converges to h(ξ)dξ (n → ∞) 'uniformly' for |x| << c n . If γ = 2 − α, this remains true for −1 << x n << Λ n (x) but does not for εΛ n (x) ≤ x n << 1 with each ε > 0 any more as is revealed in the next subsection (see (2.16) , (2.17) ) in which we address the issue for those x, y that satisfy εΛ n (x) < x n << 1, −Λ n (−y) << y n < M, hence are excluded in Proposition 2.1 (see Figure 1 ).
Case
Let U d (x), x = 0, 1, 2, . . . denote the renewal function of the strictly descending ladder height process: U d (0) = 1 and for x ≥ 1,
(2.10) where K t (η) = 0 for η ≤ 0 and
We know that if γ = 2 − α, then
(cf., e.g., [4, Corollary 7.3] ). Note that the first case of (2.10) conforms to the second one of (2.5) valid for x n ≍ 1 in view of Proposition 2.1.
. Comparing this with the first relation of (2.10) shows that for x ≥ 0, x n << Λ n (x) implies U d (x)/U d (c n ) << Λ n (x). The converse implication is obvious because of the bound Lemma 8.8(ii) ). It therefore follows that for 0 ≤ x < Mc n ,
(2.13) By (2.13) it follows that in both cases of (2.10) the second terms are superfluous if x n << Λ n (x). Taking this into account we reformulate the result for γ = 2 − α as the following Corollary 3. Let γ = 2 − α. Then for any M > 1, (i) uniformly for x, as n → ∞
In view of (2.13) it follows from (2.14) that as n → ∞ 16) and the two terms on the RHS are comparable with each other if εΛ n (x) << x n << ε −1 Λ n (x) for each ε > 0. The same kind of crossover takes place in (2.10): in the both cases of it the crossover occurs around x ≍ c n Λ n (x) as in (2.16) . This may be exhibited in a noticeable form of the local limit theorem corresponding to Corollary 2. Let Q ′ t (ξ) designate the density of the stable meander of length t at time t (see (8.3) ). Recall that h is the density in the conditional limit theorem (2.6). 
and r n,x,y = 1(0 ≤ y n < 1) L(c n ) L(y) .
It is plain that the convex combination of h and Q ′ 1 in (2.17) is proper if and only if
and an analytic expression of it is provided by Λ n (x) ≍ x n . Although Corollary 4 is almost a corollary of the proof of Theorem 3 its proof will be given in Section 6 (given after Proposition 6.2) since we need to apply results proved therein in order to verify the uniformity in y outside [0, c n ].
where κ a α,γ, sgn x is a constant (depending on α, γ and sgn x) which is positive if γ sgn x = 2−α and equals 1/Γ(α) if γ sgn x = −2 + α. In particular
as x → ∞, and a(−c n ) ∼ [Γ(α)] −1 n/c n and Λ n (c n ) → 0 as n → ∞.
(2.19) (b) In (2.1) one may replace 1 by any positive constant λ, or what effects the same thing, replace c n byc n = λ −1/α c n so that ifỸ t = Y λt andL = λL, then S n /c n law −→Ỹ 1 and nc −α nL (c n ) → 1. This causes merely the replacements of the functions associated with Y t by those withỸ t = Y λt (along with c n →c n , x n →x n = λ 1/α x n ), e.g.,
λ (x n ,ỹ n ), and so on. (Note that the formula of Theorem 1 becomes f 0 (n) ∼ κ α,γ λ 1/αc n /n 2 since p λ (0) = λ −1/α p 1 (0).)
Below we provide some consequences on p {0} 1 (ξ, η) that are drawn from Theorems 2 and 3 (and that the present author fails to find explicit statements for them in the existing literature) and also known facts on f ξ (t).
Some consequences on
For the present purpose we may suppose L ≡ 1 and E|Ẑ| < ∞ so that c n ∼ n 1/α and U d (x)/U d (c n ) ∼ x n . Formula (2.15 ) implies that if one takes the successive limit as first x n → ξ > 0, y n → η > 0 as well as n → ∞ and then ξ ∨ η → 0, then
Since the first ratio of the middle member approaches 1 by virtue of the last relation of (2.10), it therefore follows from second formula of (2.14) (or (5.1)) that as ξ → 0 and
1 (η, ξ) and using (2.19) this shows that
(See Lemma 8.6 for the case when one of ξ and η is fixed.) In a similar way we deduce
(ii) In the same way as above but with
Then p 1 (0) = 1/αΓ(1 − 1/α) and by (2.21)
The scaling relation of K t (η) is given by K t (η) = K 1 (η/t 1/α )/t 2/α .
Asymptotic properties of f ξ (t).
The density function f x (t) satisfies the scaling relation
In case γ = |2 − α|, expansions of f x (t)t = f x/t 1/α (1) into power series of x/t 1/α are known. Indeed, if γ = 2 − α, owing to (2.12) the series expansion for x > 0 is obtained from that of t 1/α p t (−x) which is found in [13] , while for x < 0, the series expansion is derived by Peskir [22] . In the recent paper [19, Theorem 3.14] Kuznetsov et al. obtain a similar series expansion for all cases. Here we state the leading term for f 1 (t) and an error estimate (as (t → ∞) that are deduced from these expansions.
As t → ∞
[The first expression shows that κ f,+ α,γ is positive if γ < 2 − α and zero if γ = 2 − α; see Lemma 8.3 for the second expression.]
In [19, Theorem 3.14] an asymptotic expansion as t → 0 (see Lemma 8.2) is also obtained which entails
We observe that the leading term in the second formula of (2.25) is deduced from Corollary 1. To this end we may let L ≡ 1, for which if γ = 2 − α,
which is the same as what is to be observed because of the scaling property (2.24). Suppose that γ = 2 − α so that F (−t) = o(1 − F (t)) (t → ∞). In [31, Theorem 2(iii)] a criterion for the limit C + := lim x→+∞ a(x) ≤ ∞ (which exists) to be finite is obtained. Under the present assumption on F it says that 
as n → ∞.
An application of Theorem 4 leads to the next result which exhibits a way the condition C + < ∞ is reflected in the behaviour of the walk S x , x > 0: conditioned on S x n = −x it enters (−∞, −1] without visiting the origin 'continuously' or by a very long jump for large x according as C + is finite or not. Exactly the same behaviour of the pinned walk is observed in [28] in the case
In case |x n | → ∞ upper bounds is provided by the following proposition, where we include a reduced version of that for the case |x n | < 1 given above. 
(ii) If γ = 2 − α, there exists a constant C such that for all x, y ∈ Z,
(2.27) Proposition 2.3 follows from Proposition 2.4(i) in view of f x (n) = Q n (x, 0). As for Proposition 2.4, (i) follows from Lemma 6.1 for |x| < c n and from Lemma 6.2 for |x| ≥ c n . (ii) follows from Theorems 2 and 3 in case |x| ∨ |y| ≤ c n with xy ≥ 0, from Proposition 6.2(i) in case y ≤ 0 ≤ x, from Lemmas 6.1(i) and its dual (see Proposition 6.2(ii)) in case 0 < (−x) ∧ y ≤ c n , from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 in case |x| ∧ |y| ≤ c n ≤ |x| ∨ |y| with xy ≥ 0 ((2.27) is much weaker in this case) and from the bound p n (x) ≤ C/c n in case |x| ∧ |y| ≥ c n with xy ≥ 0 as well as in case (−x) ∧ y ≥ c n . Remark 2.3. When the condition 2) (strong aperiodicity) is not assumed, the results stated above must be subjected to some modifications. Let ν ≥ 1 denote the period of the walk, which amounts to assume (in addition to (1.1)) that p νn (0) > 0 and p νn+j (0) = 0 (1 ≤ j < ν) for all sufficiently large n. Then the processS n := S νn /ν, n = 0, 1, . . . is a strongly aperiodic walk on Z such that
and S x k = 0 a.s. for all combinations of x ∈ νZ and k / ∈ νZ; hence in case A = {0} the results restricted on νZ follow from those of the aperiodic walks and the extension to Z is then readily performed by using E[a(S x 1 )] = a † (x) if it concerns Theorems 1, 2 and Proposition 2.1; this in particular results in
where f * (n) = κ α,γ c n /n 2 (with c n satisfying (2.1)), and for x, y such that p n (y − x) > 0,
x ∈ νZ for the last relation), and analogously for the other ranges of x, y. As for the extension of Theorems 3 and 4 we must replace the renewal function U d bỹ U d say, the corresponding one for the walkS, but the formulae therein are kept unchanged under this replacement except obvious modifications as made above, sincẽ
Extension to an arbitrary finite set.
Let A be a finite subset of Z. Suppose for simplicity that for some M > 1
where for a non-empty B ⊂ Z, G B denotes the Green function for the walk killed on B:
Since p 1 is carried by an unbounded set, (2.29) implies G A (x, y) > 0 for all x, y. Under the condition EX 2 = ∞ there exists
. u A is positive and harmonic for the killed walk:
In order to obtain the asymptotic form of Q n A (x, y) and f x A (n) we may simply replace a † (x) by u A (x) and a † (−y) by u −A (−y) on the RHS of formulae given in Theorems 2 to 4 and Corollaries 1 and 3-and accordingly replace C + by C + A = lim x→∞ u A (x) (positive under (2.29)) in Theorem 4(ii)-with the resulting formulae valid in the same range of variables. Thus by Corollary 1 we have
Similarly corresponding to Theorem 3 we have:
[For −M < x n << Λ n (x), the second terms on the RHS are negligible as compared to the first .]
remains in force without any modification. Restricting to y ∈ A the formula above is valid to infer the following
From the definition of G A (x, y) it follows that u A is the probability distribution of the hitting place of A by the dual walk 'started at infinity'. By (2.32) it therefore follows that
Remark 2.4. As was mentioned in Introduction Kesten [17] obtained asymptotic formulae of Q n A (x, y) with x, y fixed for a large class of random walks on multidimensional lattices Z d : in particular Theorem 6a of [17] specialized to one-dimensional walk may read in the present notation
valid whenever the walk is recurrent, strongly aperiodic and having infinite variance. When γ = 0 and L ≡ 1 relation (2.33) is also observed in [17] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we prove some preliminary lemmas that are fundamental for our proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 and Proposition 2.1 that are given in Section 4. The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section 5. In Section 6 some estimations of Q n {0} (x, y) are made in case xy < 0 and, for this purpose, beyond the regime |x| ∨ |y| = O(n 1/α ): Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 given there provide a lower and upper bound, respectively and Theorem 4 and Proposition 2.2 are proved after them. In Section 7 the results are extended to those for an arbitrary finite set instead of the single point set {0}. In Section 8 we deal with the limit stable process and present some properties of f ξ (t), p {0} t (x, y) and U d (x). In Appendix we provide (A) condition (1.1) expressed in terms of the tails of F and some related facts, (B) an relation between a(x) and the hitting distribution of non-positive half line, and (C) 'some bounds of escape probabilities' from the origin.
Preliminary lemmas.
In this section we show that the conditional law of S x n /c n given σ x {0} > n converges as n → ∞ uniformly for |x n | << Λ n (x) (under a certain assumption if γ = |2 − α| that will be removed in the next section), extending Belkin's result (2.6) for the special case x = 0.
Then under the assumption above
Here we give a proof, which is partly used in the proof of (ii). The proof is based on 
its principal part about zero, and compute the resulting integral. Changing a variable we have
which an easy computation with the help of (3.1) shows to be asymptotically equivalent to
as |x| → ∞. The combination of the sine's and cosine's in the square brackets being equal to sin[ 1 2 π(α ± γ)] we find the equality (i), provided that the replacement mentioned at the beginning causes only a negligible term of the magnitude o(|x| α−1 )/L(x), but this is assured from the way of computation carried out above since the integrand in the RHS integral in (3.2) is summable on R.
For the proof of (ii) it suffices to show that
as one sees by looking at the increment of the RHS of (3.2). Recall L is so chosen as to be smooth enough. 
Note that if the walk is left-continuous (right-continuous), the assertion (ii) of Lemma 3.2 is void for x > 0 (x < 0). The same remark applies to the subsequent lemmas.
as well as the assumed strong aperiodicity that entails |φ(θ)| < 1 (0 < |θ| ≤ π) it follows that for any positive ε > 0 small enough
with λ := 1 2 cos 1 2 γπ and a positive constant C = C(ε). Bringing in the variable t = θc n we have
which combined with (3.5) shows the first assertion (i). The second formula (ii) follows from the first by an easy computation.
Proof. Note that by Lemma 3.2 the infinite series on the LHS is convergent, so that we may consider only large values of x. For each x large enough let j(x) be the smallest integer such that c j(x) ≥ x, which entails
in view of the definition of c n . Since
small enough and x large enough, we can choose, owing to the local limit theorem, positive constants δ and N that do not depend on x such that
(3.7)
Using Lemma 3.4 we deduce that
Here c j(x) may be replaced by x and because of (3.6) the RHS is dominated by a constant multiple of x α−1 /L(x), hence of a(x) if γ = 2 − α, owing to Lemma 3.1. Because of (3.7) this concludes the proof.
Recall that for γ = 2 − α, the condition 0 ≤ x n << Λ n (x) is the same as 0 ≤ x n << 1.
Proof. For x = 0 the assertion (i) reduces to (2.3) . For the proof of (i) it therefore suffices to show
We have the identity
Noting that for x = 0, the RHS can be written as n−1
and by the usual method of generating function or by direct computation one can easily derives
We split the sum on the RHS at k = εn with a small ε > 0. Now suppose γ = 2 − γ and apply Lemmas 3.2 (ii) and 3.3 as well as the result for x = 0 to see that the sum restricted to 0 ≤ k ≤ εn is written as
where o ε (1) is bounded on x ≥ 0 and tends to zero as n → ∞ and ε → 0 in this order uniformly for 0 ≤ x n << Λ n (x), whereas for the other sum
These estimates together conclude (3.8) as well as (ii).
The same (rather simplified) proof as above verifies that even for γ = 2−α the statements (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.4 hold if x is confined in an arbitrarily fixed finite interval.
We shall prove a local version of formula (2.3) in the next section. Combined with it with the above remark taken into account the next lemma will remove the restriction γ = 2 − α from Lemma 3.4. 
In the identity (3.9) we split the sum on its RHS at εn > 0, which we suppose to be an integer for simplicity. Then summation by parts transforms the sum restricted on k ≤ εn into
By Lemma 3.2(i) we have a(x, k) ≤ C|x|k/c 2 k , which together with (2.3) and the assumption of the lemma shows that the second and the third terms are dominated in absolute value by a constant multiple of |x n | << a(x)P [σ 0 {0} ≥ n] under |x n | << Λ n (x). This combined with the bound (3.11) which is valid also for γ = 2 − α concludes the proof. Now we can prove an extension of the aforementioned result (2.6) of [1] .
Proof. This proof will reduce the general case of x to the case x = 0 that is treated in [1] . As in [1] , observe the identity
and on putting r x n = P [σ x {0} > n] carry out summation by parts, which results in
Then we can write the Fourier series y∈Z Q n {0} (x, y)e iθy as
Writing θ n = θ/c n we accordingly obtain
Then using Lemma 3.4(i) we observe that for each small ε > 0
of which the former relation shows that x can be replaced by 0 for k > εn in the sum on the right-most member of the above equalities and the latter that the last term of it tends to zero. The reduction to the case x = 0 follows if we can show that the sum over k ≤ εn tends to zero as n → ∞ and ε → 0 in turn. To this end observe that by (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.4
of which the second sum on the RHS is at most a constant multiple of |x|n 2 /[a † (x)c 2 n ] = n|x n |/Λ n (x) = o(n). Thus the desired reduction is achieved, for 1 − φ(θ n ) = O(1/n).
In the sequel we let κ = κ α,γ /(1 − 1 α ) as in Lemma 3.4.
The identity above would be comprehended in view of the identity Q n
(−∞,0] > n]/c n ∼ κh(ξ)/n and hence (3.13) . For the proof of (3.13) one may suppose that L ≡ 1 and the analysis under this assumption that is carried out in [30] 
We shall see Q n {0} (0, x) ∼ κh(ξ)/n shortly (see (4.5) ) and this together with the functional limit theorem also leads to (3.13) . We shall provide another more direct proof in Section 8 (Lemma 8.10) by computing the Fourier transform of f −ξ .
4
Proof of Theorems 1, 2 and Proposition 2.1.
The proof is made by showing several lemmas and is based on Lemma 3.6 that asserts the convergence-with some uniformity in x-of the conditional law of S x n /c n given σ x {0} > n. Employing Lemma 3.4(i) we can rephrase this convergence result as follows:
If γ = 2 − α and ϕ is a continuous function on R and I is a finite interval of the real line, then uniformly for |y n | < M and 0 ≤ x n << 1, as n → ∞ w:w/cn∈I
In the sequel M denotes an arbitrarily fixed constant larger than 1. 
The comment given to (3.12) in Remark 3.1 is applicable to this relation; in particular
uniformly for |x n | ∈ [1/M, M] for every admissible γ.
As is noted previously the first assertion of the lemma is void for x > 0 if the walk is left-continuous when the asymptotics is described by means of the stable meander.
Proof. (4.2) is essentially the local limit theorem corresponding to (4.1) in view of Lemma 3.7. We are going to derive the former from the integral one with the help of Gnedenko's theorem. The idea of the following proof is borrowed from [7] (the proof of Theorem 5 in it). Taking m = ⌊ε 2α n⌋ with a small ε > 0 we decompose
Note c m /c n−m ∼ ε 2 /(1 − ε 2α ) 1/α . We apply (4.1) in the form
Since εc n /c m ∼ 1/ε and p 1 (±1/ε) = O(ε α+1 ) according to [34] 
On the RHS p m (y −z) may be replaced by p 1 ((y −z)/c m )/c m in the first term (whenever ε is fixed) whereas the second term is dominated by a constant multiple of a † (x)[c n /nc m ]ε α+1 ∼ a † (x)ε α−1 /n. Hence, after a change of variable
Now on letting n → ∞ and ε → 0 in this order (4.4) shows that the RHS can be written as
and we find the formula (4.2) owing to Lemma 3.7. [ Note that if γ = |2 − α|, then p {0} 1 (x n , y n ) = 0 for γx > 0 and γy < 0.]
Proof. Let |x n |, |y n | ∈ [1/M, M]. By (4.3) f x (k) ∼ f x k (1)/k for k ≍ c n and we see
where R 1 (ε) and R 2 (ε) denote the sums of f x (k)p n−k (y) over 1 ≤ k < εn and (1 − ε)n < k ≤ n, respectively. Since c k /c n ∼ (k/n) 1/α uniformly for εn < k < (1 − ε)n, on employing scaling property p t (ξ) = p 1 (ξ/t 1/α )/t 1/α and similar one of f ξ (t) the last sum above may be written as 1 nc n
By the local limit theorem (2.2) and (4.3) we see
and similarly (
Collecting these estimates we obtain the relation of the lemma snce p The same comment as given to (3.12) in Remark 3.1 applies to this relation.
Proof. For simplicity suppose m := n/2 is an integer and decompose
> n] → 0 as n → ∞ and ε ↓ 0 uniformly for 0 ≤ x n << Λ n (x) in view of Lemma 3.6, and hence by Lemma 3.4 (ii)
where o ε (1) → 0 as n → ∞ and ε ↓ 0 interchangeably. As for the case |z n | < ε, further Proof. Pick a constant λ such that 0 < λ < 1 and put m = ⌊λn⌋. Consider the decomposition
Let γ = |2 − α|. Then by Lemma 3.6
which together with Lemma 4.3 applied to Q n−m {0} (z, y) = Q n−m {0} (−y, −z) shows that the sum over z subject to |z n | < ε or |z n | > ε −1 is negligible as ε → 0. As for the sum over z: ε ≤ |z n | ≤ ε −1 we see that its summands are expressed as
owing to Lemma 4.1, and, on noting that z m and z n−m can be replaced by z n /λ 1/α and z n /(1 − λ) 1/α , respectively and that f ξ/t 1/α (1) = f ξ (t)t, the sum itself is given as
Since ε may be arbitrarily small, we conclude
(under |x n | << Λ n (x), |y n | << Λ n (−y)). Taking x = y = 0 this becomes
Hence the formula of the lemma follows. In view of Remark 3.1 (and the comments given at the end of the succeeding lemmas) (4.8) with x, y fixed-in particular (4.9)-holds for all γ, which in turn shows that the assertion of the lemma is also valid for γ = |2 − α|.
which together with (4.9) shows Theorem 1. Figure 2 left). We may add to this the reflection of the region (4.11) about D + , and finally find the symmetrization of the resulting region about D − agrees with the one described in Proposition 2.1.
Proofs of

Proof of Theorem 3
The proof is based on the result of Doney [8, Proposition 11], given below, for the walk killed not at 0 but on the negative half line. Let V a denote the renewal function of weakly ascending ladder height process of the walk S and Q t (η) andQ t (η), η ≥ 0 the distribution functions of the stable meander of length t at time t for Y and −Y , respectively (see (8. 3) for the definition). Doney [8] obtains an elegant asymptotic formulae of the probability
, which under the present assumption and with our notation may be rewritten (by using the duality relation) as
valid for all admissible γ uniformly for x ∨ y < Mc n . Let γ = 2 − α throughout the rest of this section. It holds that as n → ∞
Combining these with the last two equivalences in (5.1) we see that K 1 (η) = lim ξ↓0 p (−∞,0] 1 (ξ, η)/ξ = κ • Q ′ 1 (η), so that the third case in (5.1) is equivalently given as
Putting m = ⌊δn⌋ with a small number δ > 0 we decompose Q n {0} (x, y) = I + II, where
[Note that here appears not Q k (−∞,−1] (x, ±z) but Q k (−∞,0] (x, ±z).] Asymptotic forms of the second factors of the summands are essentially given in Proposition 2.1 (as is observed shortly), by which, together with (5.1), we can compute the double sum with an appropriate accuracy. Bringing in the function
our main task then is performed by showing that ε can be made arbitrarily small. By (5.1) the LHS is dominated by
The proof of (5.4b) is given after showing a few lemmas. Since γ = 2 − α entails that the ascending ladder height has infinite expectation, according to [31, Corollary 1] we have
(5.7)
Lemma 5.1. There exists a constant C such that for y ≥ 2x ≥ 1,
Proof. After summation by parts the asymptotic form of a(−z) given in Lemma 3.1 yields
On the other hand by (5.7) it plainly follows that
To find a lower bound of the inner sum on the RHS apply the same summation by parts as above and then, noting
with c > 0 so that
which combined with (5.9) shows that for y > 2x, 
Proof. We split the sum defining R(w) at z = w. Recall F (t) = P [X ≤ t], t ∈ R. Performing summation by parts we then deduce
The other sum is evaluated in a similar way: as a result we obtain 
Proof of Theorem 3. We have already shown (5.4a) and accordingly the second formula of (2.10) restricted to 0 < x n << 1. The cases x n > 1/M and −Λ n (x) << x n ≤ 0 being included in Proposition 2.1, up to now we have shown
The first formula of (2.10) is derived from ( 
After applying the scaling relations of K t (η) and f η (t) we see that the sum above approaches
and recalling (4.9) and the computation leading to (4.8) we have the first formula of (2.10). This finishes the proof.
Here we observe that as n ∧ y → ∞ under ℓ * (y)/ℓ * (c n ) → 1 and y n << 1
The corresponding result for the case 0 ≤ x n << 1, y n ∈ [1/M, M] that may read
(U(−1) = e − p k (0)/k ) follows immediately from the manner we have derived (5.10). Thus the sums in the formulae on the RHS of (2.10) (in Theorem 3) correspond to the obvious decomposition of Q n {0} (x, y) as the sum of the probabilities on the LHS of (5.11), (5.12); it in particular follows that the dominant contribution to Q n {0} (x, y) comes from the walk trajectories that enter the negative half line before n if x n << Λ n (x) and those that do not if Λ n (x) << x n .
For verification of (5.11) first note that the function ℓ * (x) varies slowly at infinity and U d (x) ∼ x/ℓ * (x)). (Cf. [32, Lemma 12] .) It also follows that V a (y) ∼ y 6 and 8.8 ). The first formula of (5.11) follows from the second of it together with the first case of (2.10). Thus (5.11) has been verified. 6 Upper and lower bounds of Q n {0} (x, y) and proof of Theorem 4
Here we derive estimates of Q n {0} (x, y) for x, y not necessarily confined in 0 < |x n |, |y n | < M, that lead to Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 and are useful for the proof of Theorem 4. Throughout this section we assume γ = 2 − α unless stated otherwise explicitly. Sometimes we suppose E[−Ẑ] < ∞, which entails γ = 2 − α.
By (2.13) (and by 1) and the two expressions on the above two sides will be interchangeable in most places of this section.
Proof. The walk is supposed to be not left-continuous, otherwise the result being trivial. Let j(x) denote the smallest integer j such that c j ≥ x. This proof employs the obvious lower bound
valid for any constant δ > 0. δ needs to be chosen so small that for all n, x large enough, c δj(x) < ηc n for some η < 1. This is fulfilled with η = 1/2 by taking δ = 1/(3M) α , for c δj(x) /c n ∼ δ 1/α x n < δ 1/α M = 1/3. Let 0 < x n , −y n < M For k, w, z taken from the range of summation above, we have by Theorem 3 (see also Corollary 3)
and, noting that for k ≥ δj(x) and x ≤ c k/δ ∼ c k δ −1/α , we apply (5.1) to obtain
Hence, putting
where (6.1) is used. Since x ∼ c j(x) and, by our choice of δ, c δj(x) < c n /2 ∼ 2 1/α−1 c n/2 , the last sum is bounded below by a positive multiple of 1/x. In the double sum in (6.3) restricting its range of summation to z + w ≤ x and making change of variables we see
where under the symbol * the summation is restricted to z such that k − z is even. It is easy to see that m(x) ≥ c ′′ x k=2 p(−k)kV a (k)a(−k), showing the required lower bound in view of duality.
Theorem 2(i), (iii)]) and we deduce x w=1 p(−w)w 2α−1 ≍ a(x) so that in view of Proposition 6.2(i) (given shortly) the lower bound (6.2) is exact.
Proof. Let |x n | < M. By Theorem 3 (cf. also (2.15)) we have as before
Because of (6.1), in case y ≥ 0 it therefore suffices to show
for y n > 4M. (6.5) Putting R = ⌈y/3⌉, N = ⌊n/2⌋ we make the decomposition 
Rewrite J 1 as
We split the inner most summation at z = 2R. By (6.8) it follows that
The contribution from z > 2R is at most a constant multiple of z>2R p(z − R)/c n ≤ CL(R)/c n R α ≍ L(y)/c n y α . (6.10)
In Appendix (C) (Lemma 9.2) we prove
Collecting these bounds we can conclude
On the other hand on employing the bound (6.8)
where (6.1) is used for the last inequality. Noting that n/c n a(−y) is bounded for y > c n and comparing terms we find (6.5) obtained. Thus the assertion has been proved in case y ≥ 0. If γ < |2 − α|, the same proof shows the result for y < 0. Let γ = 2 − α and y < −c n /M. Because of F (y) = o(L(y)/|y| α ) we have, instead of (6.7), p n (y) = o(nL(y)/|y| α c n ) (y → −∞) according to [3] . Hence, on putting R = ⌊−y/3⌋,
On the other hand by Lemma 5.5 of [29] P
With these bounds we can follow the same lines as above with σ x (−∞,−R] in place of σ x
to obtain the asserted estimate of the lemma.
For the convenience of later citations we write down two simplified and (partly reduced) version of the bounds of Lemma 6.1. In the next one γ may be any admissible constant. Lemma 6.2. For each M > 1, there exists a constant C such that for all n ≥ 1,
if |x n | > 1/M and y = 0.
Proof. For |y n | ≥ M the asserted bound follows from the large deviation estimate (6.7). For |y n | < M, it is rephrased in the dual form which is given as 12) and hence follows from Lemma 6.1.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.1(1) for x n < 1 and Lemma 6.2 for x n ≥ 1. Then, ω n,x,y is dominated by a constant multiple of 1∧y −1 (in particular uniformly bounded), and tends to unity as y n → 0 and n → ∞ uniformly for 0 < x n < M for each M > 1.
Proof. The convergence of ω n,x,y to unity follows from Theorems 2 and 3 and the asserted bound of ω n,x,y follows from Lemma 6.1.
Proof. For the proof of (i) we apply Lemma 6.3 to have
a † (−y) + (|y n | ∧ 1)n/c n n 2 /c n (z < 0, k ≤ n/2). (6.15)
We have E[S [0,∞) ] = ∞ so that for x ≥ 0, E[a(S x σ (−∞,0] )] = a † (x) (by (9.8)), and from (6.15) we deduce
a † (−y) + (|y n | ∧ 1)n/c n n 2 /c n .
LetŜ x andσ x B denote the dual walk and its hitting time, respectively. It then follows that
(6.16)
By duality relation the probability on the RHS is the same as what we have just estimated but with x and y replaced by −y and −x, respectively, and hence we can conclude (i). By duality (ii) is immediate from Lemma 6.1(i).
Proof of Corollary 4. The decomposition (2.17) follows from what is mentioned in Remark 5.1. Here we observe that it is actually involved in Theorem 3 itself. Indeed, we have K 1 (ξ) = αp 1 (0)Q ′ 1 (ξ) (Lemma 8.6) and h(ξ) = f −ξ (1)/κ, which together with the second case of (2.10) shows that for 0 ≤ x << c n , the conditional probability on the LHS of (2.17) is written as
.
On the other hand according to [8] Lemma 6.5. Suppose E|Ẑ| < ∞. Then, (i) for M > 1 and ε > 0, uniformly for 0 < x n < M and y ≤ 0
where o ε (1) is bounded and tend to zero as n → ∞ and ε → 0 in this order and
for a constant C M depending only on M and F ; and (ii) there exists a constant C such that for all x ≥ 1, y < 0 and n ≥ 1,
Proof. Suppose E|Ẑ| < ∞, so that U d (x) ∼ x/E|Ẑ|. Let ε > 0 and in the expression
we divide the sum into two parts, the sum on z < εc n and the remainder which are denoted by Σ <εcn and Σ ≥εcn , respectively. By Doney's result (5.1) (cf. also (5.13)) together with Γ(α)V a (c n ) ∼ n/U d (c n ) it follows that (recall (6.17) and (5.8)) we deduce that
and hence the assertion (i) follows. It in particular follows that h x (n, y) ≤ Cn −1 x n H ∞ (−∞,0] (y) for 0 ≤ x n ≤ M, y ≤ 0, (6.21) since |r(n, y)| ≤ C ′ M H +∞ (−∞,0] (y) in view of (6.20) and a(−z) < CV a (z) (z ≥ 1). For the proof of (ii) we claim that for y ≤ 0 and x ≥ 2c n ,
For verification of (6.22) we break the range of summation into three parts 0 < z ≤ c n , c n < z ≤ x/2 and z > x/2, and denote the corresponding sums by J 1 , J 2 and J 3 , respectively. It is immediate from Lemma 6.2 and (6.20) that J 1 ≤ CL(x)x −α H +∞ (−∞,0] (y). By bound (6.7), Q n (−∞,0] (x, z) ≤ p n ((z − x) ≤ CnL(x)/c n x α (z < x/2) as well as by the bound
These estimates together verify (6.22) . As in (6.23) we derive
which combined with (6.21) shows the bound in (ii). The proof of Lemma 6.5 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 4. If either x or y remains in a bounded set, the formula (i) of Theorem 4 agrees with that of Theorem 3, so that we may and do suppose both x and −y tend to infinity. Note that the second ratio on the RHS of (i) is then asymptotically equivalent to the ratio in (ii), hence (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4 is written as a single formula. Put
Then what is to be shown may be stated as follows: as n → ∞ and x ∨ (−y) → ∞ Q n {0} (x, y) ∼ κ α,γ a(x)a(−y)c n /n 2 + C + Φ(n; x − y) (6.24)
uniformly for −M < y n < 0 < x n < M, provided 0 < C + = lim z→−∞ a(z) < ∞.
We follow the proof in [27] given to the corresponding result for case σ 2 < ∞. We employ the representation
Break the RHS into three parts by partitioning the range of the first summation as follows
and call the corresponding sums I, II and III, respectively. Here ε is a positive constant that will be chosen small. The proof is divided into two cases corresponding to (i) and (ii). Suppose (2.26) to hold (so that 0 < C + < ∞). It then follows that
Proof of (i) (case x n ∧ |y n | → 0): By duality one may suppose that x n → 0. From respectively. From the latter bound above and Lemma 6.5 (or (6.21)) one deduces, k≥εn z<0 h x (k, z)a(z) ≤ C ε x n (6.28)
with a constant C ε depending on ε. As the dual of (6.14) of Lemma 6.4 we have Q n {0} (z, y) = a(z)f −y (n){1 + r n,z,y } (z < 0, −Mc n < y < 0) (6.29) where r n,z,y is uniformly bounded and tends to zero as z/c n → 0 and n → ∞ uniformly for y, which together with (6.28) shows
Similarly on using (6.29) above
For the evaluation of the last double sum we may replace f −y (n−k) by f −y (n)(1+O(ε)), and observe that the contribution of r n−k,z,y to the sum is negligible since z>N H x (−∞,0] (z)a(z) → 0 (N → ∞) uniformly in x in view of the second relation of (6.27). By (6.28) the summation over z may be extended to the whole half line k ≥ 1. Now applying the first relation of (6.27) we find
As for III first observe that by (6.29) and Theorem 3
(y, z < 0). If y n is bounded away from zero so that x/y → 0, then III = O(x n /n) = o(y n /n).
On the other hand, applying Lemma 6.5 we see that if y n → 0,
whereas by (6.27) we infer that z≤0 H ∞ (−∞,0] (z)G {0} (z, y) → C + as y → −∞ (for by subadditivity |a(−y) − a(z − y)| ≤ a(z) + a(−z) so that the dominated convergence applies). Hence III = x n p 1 (x n )n −1 (C + + o(1) + O(ε)) + O(x n f −y (n)).
Adding these expressions of I, II and III yields the desired formula, because of arbitrariness of ε as well as the identity x n p 1 (x n )/n = Φ(n; x).
Proof of (ii) (case x n ∧ (−y n ) ≥ 1/M). By Lemma 6.5(ii) and Corollary 3(i) it follows that in this regime
For evaluation of III we change the variable k into n − k and apply Lemma 6.2 to Q k {0} (−y, −z) (with (−y, −z) in place of (x, y)) to see that for any δ > 0
where j(z) is any function such that j(z)/c j(z) ∼ a(z) as z → −∞ and C δ may depend on δ but C does not. Then by Lemma 6.5(ii)
hence for any ε ′ > 0 we can choose ε > 0 and δ > 0 so that III ≤ ε ′ /n. By Lemma 6.5(i), (6.29) and (6.27)
Here (and in the rest of the proof) the estimate indicated by o ε (1) may depend on ε but is uniform in the passage to the limit under consideration once ε is fixed. Since −y n is bounded away from zero as well as infinity, we may replace Q n−k {0} (z, y) by a(z)y n−k p 1 (y n−k )/(n − k) to see that
On noting the identity x k p 1 (−x k ) = x n p k/n (−x n ) = Φ(k/n; x n )k/n and similarly for y n−k p 1 (y n−k )
Here we have used the fact that is at most a constant multiple of z<−R H ∞ (−∞,0] (z)a(z) which approaches zero as R → ∞. For the sum over n/2 ≤ k ≤ n, one uses the bound n/2≤k≤n Q n−k {0} (z, y) ≤ Ca(z) as well as Lemma 6.5(ii) to obtain the same bound in a similar way. These together verify the first half of the asserted formula.
The second half obviously follows if E|Ẑ| = ∞ so that H ∞ (−∞,0] vanishes. Let E|Ẑ| < ∞. Then we can apply Lemma 6.5(ii) as well as Theorem 3 (in a dual form) to see that the contribution to the sum in (6.25) from −R ≤ z < 0 is dominated by a constant multiple of −R≤z<0
which is negligible as compared with the lower bound of Q n {0} (x, y) given by Proposition 6.1, provided that C + = ∞ or, equivalently, w≥1 p(−w)w 2α−1 /[L(w)] 2 = ∞.
Extension to general finite sets
Let A be a finite non-empty subset of Z. The function u A (x), x ∈ Z defined in (2.31) may be given by
(whether (2.29) is assumed or not), for the RHS is independent of y ∈ Z (cf. [28, Lemma 3.1], [23] ) and the difference of the last two terms in it tends to zero as |y| → ∞. Taking an arbitrary w 0 ∈ A for y it in particular follows that
and similarly for the case x → −∞. If C + < ∞, then there exists 
analogously to the corresponding relation for a(x) (see Appendix (B)). It follows that C + A > 0 whenever the assumption (2.29) is satisfied.
For the following two lemmas we do not need to use the assumption 2) (the strong aperiodicity) and to make this clear we restate a result that has been shown up to Lemma 4.4 as follows: Uniformly for |x n | << Λ n (x), as n → ∞
This has been shown for |γ| < 2 − α without assuming 2). Since we have f 0 (n) ≤ Cc n /n 2 (see Remark 2.3) the same is true also for γ = ±(2 − α) (see Lemma 3.5) .
According to Theorem 4a of [18] for each x, as n → ∞ P [σ x A > n]/P [σ 0 {0} > n] −→ u A (x) (valid for all irreducible and recurrent walks on Z with infinite variance so as to be applicable in the present setting), of which we need to have the following uniform version. Lemma 7.1. Uniformly for |x n | << Λ n (x), as n → ∞
Proof. We adapt the proof in [18] of its Theorem 4a, which is somewhat simplified due to the explicit asymptotic form of P [σ 0 {0} > n] available for us. The proof is made by induction on the number of points in A. Suppose (7.6) holds for the sets of N points and let A consist of N + 1 points.
Let x n << Λ n (x) and taking a constant ε ∈ (0, 1 2 ) we put ⌊m = εn⌋. Then, observing
as in the proof of Lemma 3.6), we have
As for the other sum, noting that P [σ w A ′ > n − k] ∼ u A ′ (w)r 0 n−k uniformly for k < m owing to the induction hypothesis and that ∞
as n → ∞ and ε ↓ 0 in this order. Observe y) for y = w on the other hand, and then letting y → ∞ you obtain
Now on returning to (7.7) substitution of the estimates obtained above leads to
, which shows (7.6), for a † (x)/u A (x) is bounded.
The next lemma, valid for all γ, extends Lemma 3.6 to the general case of A. Lemma 7.2. For any interval I ⊂ R, uniformly for |x n | << Λ n (x), as n → ∞
Proof. As in [1] we make the decomposition
where J 1 (y) and J 2 (y) designates, respectively, the difference of the first two terms and the double sum of the third member above. Let r x n = P [σ x {0} > n] as before. We claim that for any finite interval I, y:yn∈I J 2 (y) = o(r x n ), so that J 2 (y) is negligible. To this end, splitting the sum that defines J 2 (y) at k = n/2 and employing the bound |p k (y) − p k (y − z)| ≤ C 1 |z|/c 2 k (Lemma 3.2(i)), we see that
showing the claim. Using Lemmas 7.1 in place of Lemma 3.4(i) we can follow the proof of Lemma 3.6 words for words to see
which finishes the proof.
Proof of the extensions of Theorems 1 to 4. With Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 at hand the same arguments that prove Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.1 apply to the estimation of Q n A (x, y) so as to conclude the extension of them to a general finite set A, which in turn allows us to follow the proof of Theorems 3 and 4 to obtain the extensions of them.
We conclude this section with a comment concerning the deduction of the results for the periodic walks from those for aperiodic ones. Suppose the walk is not strongly aperiodic with period ν ≥ 2. When A = {0} the problem is addressed in Remark 2.3. As for the general case, recall that our proof of Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.1 is based on Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 with A = {0} that are also valid for periodic walks. Combined with the asymptotic relation
where D k = {x : ∃n ≥ 1, p k+nν (x) > 0}, this fact allows us to deduce the results for periodic walks from those which are obtained in Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.1. For γ = 2 − α we can dispose of the regime x n ↓ 0 and y n ≍ 1 by using Lemma 7.3 below which applies to periodic walks so that we also obtain the extension of Theorem 3 to the periodic walks. Thus, e.g., if γ = 2 − α, uniformly for |x| ∨ |y| < Mc n satisfying p n (y − x) > 0,
Here f * (n) = κ α,γ c n /n 2 as in Remark 2.3. Since f x A (n) = y∈A Q n A (x, y), it follows immediately that uniformly for |x| < Mc n and for k = 0, . . . , ν − 1, as n → ∞ under n ∈ νZ
where κ A k,x = y∈A:y−x∈D k u −A (−y). The next lemma holds without assuming 2). 
Proof. We may suppose 0 ∈ A. The LHS of (7.8) then equals P [σ x A ≤ n < σ x {0} , S x n = y] and is written as
Split the outer sum at k = εn. Then for each ε > 0, the sum over k ≥ εn is at most
as n ∧ y → ∞ when f 0 (n)/f −y (n) → 0. On the other hand, for the other sum we substitute from the relation Q n−k {0} (w, y) ∼ a † (w)f −y (n − k) to see that as n → ∞ and ε ↓ 0 in this order, εn k=0 w∈A\{0} that are relevant to our estimate of Q n A (x, y). Their proofs are given, which can be easily contrived from the known facts as given in [4] or [25] except, perhaps, for Lemma 8.10.
By specializing the series expansion of p 1 (x) as is found in e.g. [13, Lemma 17.6.1] one deduce
if |γ| = 2 − α, in particular, p 1 (0) = −1/Γ(−1/α).
Combined with (2.23) and (2.25) the equalities above entail that if γ = 2 − α,
Proof. For the proof of (8.4) first we show that for any 0 < δ < y,
The first factor converges to Q t (y) − Q t (δ) as x ↓ 0. For the second one, recalling f x (s) = xs −1 p s (x) = xs −1−1/α p 1 (xs −1/α ) and making a change of variable we have
Thus dividing by x and passing to the limit conclude the required formula (8.6) since p 1 (0)t −1/α = p t (0). In order to conclude (8.4) it suffices to show that lim x↓0 p {0} 1 (x, y)/x exists and the convergence is uniform in y on any compact set of (0, ∞). To this end we use (5.1) and postpone the proof to that of Lemma 8.8, although the proof can be done directly from the Fourier representation of p 
The first equality of (8.5) follows from the preceding lemma and is written as p
Proposition VIII.2] and accordingly we obtainQ
We derive C * = 1/Γ(α)Γ(1/α) fromQ t (+∞) = 1 with the help of the next lemma (cf. Remark 8.1). Finally differentiation concludes the second equality of (8.5).
The uniformity of convergence in (8.4) is shown by using (2.21) and the fact that sup 0<x<1 p {0} t (x, y)/x → 0 as y → ∞ (the latter can be shown in the same way as Lemma 6.1)), and similarly for the convergence in (8.5) .
The last integral equals (te iγπ/2 ) 1/α Γ(1 − 1/α) [12, p.313 (18) ], and we find the first formula of the lemma obtained. If γ = 2 − α, then Γ(1 − 1/α) sin[ 1 2 π(α − γ)/α] = π/Γ(1/α), which together with f x (t) = xt −1 p t (−x) and ∞ −∞ p t (x)xdx = 0 shows the second formula. Remark 8.1. We have used Lemma 8.7 for identification of the constant factor in (8.5). Alternatively we could have applied either the exact formula for P [sup s≤t Y s ∈ dξ]/dξ obtained in [5] (cf. also [10] for related results) or a known expression of the absolute first moment of the stable law (cf. [22] , [20] ) from which the formula of the lemma is derived by elementary algebraic manipulations.
The results given in the next lemma are well known except for the expressions of some of constants involved. Put ℓ * (x) = Proof. It is known [32, Eq(15) and Eq (31) This completes the proof of (8.6) as is notified in the proof of Lemma 8.6 and accordingly shows b = αp 1 (0), hence the second relation of (i) since αp 1 (0) = 1/Γ(1 − 1/α). In a similar way employing (8.5) and the second formula of (5.1) we obtain the third relation of (i). The first one of (i) then follows from (8.8) .
The first relation of (ii) is shown by Rogozin [24] and then the second follows from the first of (i).
In the following lemma the condition 2) is not assumed. Recall that the RHS is the characteristic function of h which is denoted byĥ(θ).
Proof.
From the identity f x (1) = f sgn x (|x| −α )|x| −α and the integral representation of f ±1 (t) given in (8.2) we deduce On putting ρ − = 1 − ρ + we deduce from (9.2) that Bq ± = π −1 Γ(α) sin(αρ ± π).
By the second equality of (9.2) sin[ 1 2 π(α ± γ)] = (sin 1 2 απ)(cos 1 2 γπ)[1 ± (q − − q + )] so that the constant κ a α,γ,± defined in Lemma 3.1 is expressed as follows: the integral on the RHS restricted to {|t| < ε/|θ|} ∪ {|t| > 1/ε|θ|} tends to zero as θ → 0 and ε ↓ 0 in turn and, scaling by the factor 1/|θ|, we find that φ ′ (θ) ∼ ±ζ|θ| α−1 L(1/|θ|), where
Since ζ depends on the regularity of tails of F (x)/L(|x|) only and −ψ ′ (θ) is given by the above integral with dF replaced by the Levy measure M{dx}, ±ζ|θ| α−1 must be equal to −ψ ′ (θ).
(B) Let Z be the ascending ladder height: Z = S σ [1,∞) . Recall H x B {ϕ} = y∈B H x B (y)ϕ(y) for a unction ϕ ≥ 0 on B (see (6.17) for H x B ). Then Proof. In view of (9.9) and the decomposition 
Proof. For γ > −2 + α, on using Lemma 3.1(ii) the result is derived from the preceding lemma: indeed for x < R,
where Lemma 9.1 is used for the first inequality and Lemma 3.1(ii) is applied to estimate the increment of a for the last inequality (as for the equality see (9.9)). In case γ = −2 + α see [29, Lemma 5.5] (use the fact that M x n = a(S x σ {0}∪[R,∞) ) is a martingale).
